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Best-selling textbook fills the gap between introductory texts and advanced reviews of major virus

families.  Focuses on concepts and principles to present a comprehensive treatment from molecular

biology to pathogenesis and control of viral infections.  Illustrates why and how animal viruses are

studied and demonstrates how the knowledge gained from such model viruses can be used to study

viral systems that are still relatively unknown.  Provides a thorough introduction to principles of viral

pathogenesis, a broad view of viral evolution, a discussion of how viruses were discovered, and an

explanation of the history of the discipline of virology.
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Normally when I'm in a class and the material from the lecture just isn't making sense I usually turn

to my textbook to see if I can piece together the concepts. Unfortunately, this textbook is probably

the worse that I have ever seen and offers nothing other than mild to extreme frustration trying in

trying to learn the material. First off the separation of the volumes serves no purpose other than for

the publisher to make more money, because it offers no convenience for having smaller segments

as it suggests. Secondly, the material is so poorly presented with things like: diagrams being

presented and explained on separate pages so as to add to confusion, often the authors will make a

statements only to seemingly contradict previous ones, and wow, the second book only (109.16 at

my school) is made almost entirely out of an appendix for various viruses.If my name was on that

book I would be appalled that I even took part in one of the worst sources of knowledge found



anywhere. The funny thing is, they recommend this material for anyone at the beginner level of

virology. Good luck with that.

very good

The best Virology book!!!

I totally love this book! The language is clear and well-understood, and the writing style makes it

easy to acquire the new knowledge. Besides, the contents is filled with up-to-date information and a

lot of interesting examples. A funny thing - the chapter on vaccines, which I am currently reading,

seems to be more comprehensive than the same chapter in one of the leading books in

immunology. I will definitely recommend this book to anyone who will inquire about a good position

on virus-host interactions, pathogenesis, and immunological aspects of viral infections.
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